Shock Absorber Technology
Design
Along with the tyres the shock absorber is the most important component of the scooter suspension. It is usually comprised of two elements:
The shock absorber itself and a spring. While on the earlier Vespa models
these two components were two completely separate parts, the modern
shocks are designed as a single unit. The shock absorber is normally positioned inside the spring coils. The spring catches jolts and vibrations but
it does not actually contribute to the shock absorbing process. Its key task
is to carry the weight of the scooter. It is correctly pre-loaded when approx. 1/3 of its possible spring deflection caves in when the scooter is in
stationary. The shock absorber determines the speed at which the wheel
retracts again after its immersion in the spring and how much resistance
the suspension (fast or slow) shows against changes. A shock absorber that
is set excessively softly is evident through the lifting of the wheel (noticeable when braking as the wheels block suddenly) on uneven roads and
the rocking of the scooter on uneven surfaces or changes of direction. A
setting that is too hard, in contrast, has a noticeable effect on the comfort. Depending on the type of suspension unit, the shock absorber unit
consists of a cylindrical hydraulic chamber in which a piston moves up and
down. So-called gas shock absorbers also have a gas-filled compensating
reservoir. The shock absorber counteracts vibrations and moderates them
so that the scooter is returned to its static compression level as quickly as
possible. If the original shock absorber is defective or if you are dissatisfied
with your scooter‘s riding performance then installing a new suspension
unit can help. Converting to an adjustable tuning shock absorber isn‘t just
a good idea for highly tuned scooters. Original road and touring scooters
also benefit from such a change in terms of safety and riding comfort.
Swing-arm/drive assembly trailing link (design of Vespa)
The type and quality of the suspension unit depends closely on the environment in which it is fitted. On the Vespa, the front wheel is guided by
a single arm trailing link which offers less stability than a two arm trailing
link system (fitted as standard to motorcycles and modern scooters), but
enables straightforward and fast wheel changes. The single arm trailing
link is fitted to the end of the steering column, aligned parallel to the
riding direction, and with its free end it attaches the front wheel to the
brake drum. The axis or redation of the trailing link and wheel are at
roughly the same height. At the same time, the shock absorber is attached
parallel to the radial forks which is curved forward at a slightly tilted angle
on the wheel receiver of the trailing link. The rear wheel of the Vespa is
connected directly with the gears through the drive shaft. This means that
the power transmission is as direct as possible but these drive assembly
swing-arms also have a disadvantage in the context of the suspension: the
suspension unit which is used has to compensate for the inertia of the
engine mass as best as possible. Depending on the type of design there are
different types of shock absorber.
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Types of shock absorber
In general the damping action on all suspension struts occurs according
to the same principle: The piston which is connected with the piston rod
moves up and down in a cylindrical tube that is filled with oil. With the
pressure stroke (= compression) the piston moves downwards. One part
of the oil under the piston flows through drill holes in the piston in the
space that has been increased above. A quantity of oil (that corresponds
with the volume of the immersing piston rod) is pressured into a compensating reservoir (internal or external) via a foot valve. With the pressure
stroke (= extension) the piston moves upwards in the cylinder. In this context pressure is exerted on the oil above the piston, which makes it flow
back into the space beneath the piston and therefore creates the degree
of damping in the rebound damping. At the same time the oil is sucked
from the compensating area back into the space under the piston in order
to fill up the volume of the extending piston rod once again. The nonconventional twin tube shock absorbers on the Vespas are equipped with
a second tube, into which the displaced oil volume from the main chamber
can intermittently flow. On shock absorbers which work according to the
single tube principle this function is completed by a gas filled chamber.
Hydraulic twin tube oil shock absorbers which control the movement in
two directions (rebound and compression damping) are called dual action
hydraulic shock absorbers. Through the constant working motion which
the oil from the twin tube dampers accomplishes against the piston resistance, the oil gradually gets hotter with the increasing running time,
and its viscosity level falls. At the same time, the air and oil molecules
separate from each other and the oil expands (cavitation). This means that
the damping effect gradually decreases. With so-called pressure shock absorbers, this is different. This type of shock absorber is normally designed
according to the single tube principle and works in a sealed, pressurized
system. The pressurized shock absorbers are also filled with oil, but it is
put under permanent pressure by the gas (e.g. nitrogen or pressurized air)
which means it is not able to expand. At the same time the gas (which is
separated from the oil by a membrane or a sealed piston), is integrated
either in an external compensating reservoir next to the damper, or in a
compensating chamber that is integrated in the body of the shock. This
means that the damping effect also remains constant under continuous
pressure. As a rule, pressurised shock absorbers also have finer adjustment
possibilities than hydraulic twin tube dampers. This makes them the first
choice for sporty, ambitious riding.
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Before actually setting the suspension, check the condition of the other
components. Tighten the steering column and wheel bearings. Check the
tyres, air pressure approx. 2.0 bars at front and 2.3 bars at rear. If everything is right here then you can make a start.

Chassis Shock Absorber Technology

Basics of the suspension
On many shock absorbers, the spring preload is easy to change by turning
the spring plate. If you compress the spring body the spring preload increases and the sinking of the vehicle at heavy loads is counteracted. Contrary
to popular belief, the suspension does not get harder if the spring preload
is increased. It is only possible to change the suspension if you use a spring
that has a different spring rate (ratio of spring load to spring deflection).
It is generally possible that a spring becomes harder the fewer coils it
has and the thicker its wire diameter. The interdependence between the
spring load and spring deflection is shown through so-called characteristic
curves. The steeper the characteristic curve is, the more force is necessary
to apply in order to distort the springs. Springs with a linear characteristic
curve have a proportionate relationship. Springs with a progressive characteristic curve become harder with increasing pressure. The most straightforward progressive suspension is achieved by fitting two or more springs
that have a different spring rate on top of each other. In this case the
softer spring cushions first, and once its deflection is used up, the harder
spring continues working. Coils with different distances, or changing the
coil thickness, achieves the same effect.
Setting the suspension
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We proceed on the basis of a stationary vehicle. First of all, the ‚static‘ and
‚riding dynamic basis‘ are measured, which results in the ‚negative spring
deflection‘. To this end you need one person to help you, a measuring
tape and a marker. All pressure has to be taken off the corresponding
wheel (your assistant should lift up the rear or the steering column until
the tyres just touch the ground), so that the scooter‘s suspension extends
in full. The distance from the ground to a fixed point on the scooter is now
measured and noted down. The scooter is then held in place, so that only
the weight of the vehicle compresses the spring. The vehicle is now at its
‚static basis‘. The difference should total 10-15mm at the front and 5-10mm
at the rear. If the measured values deviate strongly, the spring preload has
to be corrected. To determine the ‚vehicle dynamic basis‘ the driver now sits
on the scooter, putting their feet on the floor boarding, while their assistant
holds the vehicle and takes the measuProgressive Kennlinie
rements. The difference to ‚fully extended‘ should now total roughly ‚a third‘
of the total spring deflection that is
available. If this value is also missed,
the spring preload has to be corrected
again. If this doesn‘t work, then the
lineare Kennlinie
spring rate is wrong and it is either
too soft or too hard. The difference
between ‚fully extended‘ and the ‚riding dynamic basis‘ is called the ‚negative spring deflection‘. The remaining
spring deflection until the vehicle is
fully compressed is called the ‚positive
Federweg
spring deflection‘. The total spring desoft range for constant stress
flection consists of the ‚negative‘ and
hard range for extreme stress
‚positive spring deflection‘.
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compression damping on the front shock absorber contributes to preventing the fork from sinking in the event of sudden braking. High quality,
modern shock absorbers can also be adjusted in their rebound damping.
The rebound damping influences the speed at which the fork extends. If
the damping is too low then the fork will vibrate intensely after uneven
surfaces, if the damping is too high the fork sticks in the event of successive bumps and responds in an insensitive and uncomfortable way. Setting
the rebound damping (e.g. on MALOSSI/PAIOLI and RS24/10) takes place
directly on the damper unit itself with an adjustment knob.
Servicing and maintenance of shock absorbers
Only suspension struts that work perfectly guarantee safe and comfortable riding. Completing full checks on the shocks is therefore recommended.
Changed damping behaviour may have different causes: If a changed compression behaviour becomes evident during riding and if a metallic noise
can be heard, it is necessary to check the gas pressure with the help of a
special manometer (in a garage). While the shock unit to a large extent
operates maintenance free, a leak on the shock absorber normally points
to worn out seals. These have to be replaced straight away as otherwise
dirt and water can enter the shock absorbers. The oil in the shock absorber
can also be changed at this point. If the pivoting bearings show radial clearance, these must also be replaced. Suspension struts can normally be dismantled and repaired but this is a big technical job and specialist tools are
required. Ideally, defective shock absorbers should therefore be serviced
and repaired in a garage. Those who prefer to err on the side of caution
can opt for fitting a brand new part.

Basic principles of the shock absorber
If a two wheeled scooter were only fitted with springs it would hardly
be roadworthy. The springs would fail to stop oscillating after just a few
bumps and the scooter would not be safe to drive. ‚Hydraulic damping‘
is responsible for the rapid abating of these oscillations, also known
as ‚shock absorbers‘. After every ‚compression‘ the ‚rebound damping‘
damps the ‚rapid extension‘. To prevent an excessively fast ‚compression‘
there is also the ‚compression damping‘. The shock absorbers can be set
depending on the design.
The ‚compression damping‘ works with the compression.
The ‚rebound damping‘ works with the extension.
Setting the shock absorbers
On most shock absorbers (Bitubo, Malossi, Paioli), the compression damping is set with a small adjustment knob positioned directly on the compensating reservoir. The harder the sportier does not apply in this case.
After the spring preload has been set correctly, it is possible to determine
an appropriate basic setting for the compression damping as follows: You
pull a cable tie around the polished piston rod and push it all the way up
to the seal on the damper. You then drive a typical circuit in your local
neighbourhood. If the cable tie has been pushed almost completely to the
end of the piston rod then the setting is perfect. If it has been pushed less
then you can set the shock more softly so that the full travel of the shock
is made use of and impacts are absorbed in the best possible way. A higher

On-road suspension test with cable ties as an indication of spring travel.
Smooth road:

Strong spring preload, firm rebound damping
and compression damping.

Undulating road:

Limited spring preload, clearly softer rebound
damping, slightly softer compression damping than with small surface.

Hard gravel track

Lower spring preload, set rebound damping
and compression damping towards soft
setting.

Deep gravel and sand
and/or potholes

The suspension can be set firmer again.

Hard terrain/uneven
surfaces

Don`t set the preload too soft, so that there is
sufficient spring deflection, set the reboundand compression damping towards a firm
setting.
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